
PROOF
90 SUGGESTED

RETAIL PRICE
$34.99

MAINE CSC:  31796
UPC/EAN:   00810021300191
CASE SCC/GTIN-14: 00810021300207

GINPORTAGE

Portage promises adventure.  Distilled from 
our organic sugarcane spirit, this American 
gin features a swirl of bright botanicals 
balanced with a savory backbone of sumac 
and cubeb berries.  Portage is a versatile gin 
that plays well in a range of cocktails, from 
classics like the martini and the gin and 
tonic to new creations that are just waiting 
to be discovered.

THREEOFSTRONGSPIRITS.COM



For the past several hundred years, a neutral grain 
spirit has been the starting point for gin.  We took a 
di�erent approach, transforming the sugar cane 
base that we use to create our rum into a unique 
pla�orm for Portage Gin. 

Portage begins with a blend of certified organic 
evaporated cane juice and molasses, fermented 
with wine yeast at a slower, cooler temperature to 
preserve the fruit and floral notes of the sugar cane.  
Next, our master distiller Graham double-distills 
each small batch in our custom-built copper pot 
still, relying on over twenty years of experience to 
make precise cuts.

At this point, Graham macerates a unique mix of 
twelve botanicals in the rum, carefully blending them 
to create a nuanced and distinctive gin expression.  
Graham then redistills Portage, adding pure Sebago 
Lake water to proof the gin to a smooth 90.

While it would have been easier for us to follow the 
well-worn path of a grain and juniper-forward gin, 
we think you will agree that the trail we blazed with 
Portage leads us to a delicious new destination.

OUR PROCESS

WHO WE ARE

Three of Strong Spirits is based in a converted 
warehouse in the bustling East Bayside 
neighborhood of Portland, Maine.  We believe that 
there are no shortcuts when it comes to producing 
super premium spirits.  We use our vibrant tasting 
room as the testing ground to create small batch 
expressions that can stand on their own but also 
play well in cocktails.

Check out our complete por�olio at threeofstrongspirits.com 
or email us at sales@threeofstrongspirits.com for more 
information about what we have to o�er. 
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